
SACRE Action Plan: Priority 2 Draft v 3 

Priority 2  Promote the development of good religious education across the local authority area 

 Action: What we need to do? 
 

Means: How we will do it? Key providers: Who are they?  Outcome/ Reason: Why do this? When?   

1. Enhance the role of network 
meetings 

a) Enhance SACRE 
newsletter to include 
progress on the Action 
Plan 

b) Arrange Webinars 

LA SACRE Officers & Members 
RE Adviser 
 
RE Adviser, RE Leads & LA 
Admin 

To raise awareness and share 
information 
 
To encourage support amongst 
practitioners  

   

2. Share best practice a) Collect examples for 
Newsletters 

b) Use network meetings 
for sharing 

Input from Faith Groups and 
SACRE members + teachers 
Schools including RE Leads 
 

To provide exemplars and 
materials 
To offer mutual support and help. 
 

  
 
 
 

 

3. Enable faith speakers to share 
their perspective 

Provide digital expressions: 
a) YouTube 
b) Interactive livestream 

talks e.g. Zoom 
c) Facebook 

Faith practitioners and Youth 
Workers 

To expand pupils horizons to 
appreciate different cultures and 
ways of expressing what people 
believe and think. 

   

4. Enable trips/ visits Virtual tours/visits to places 
of worship 

Use specific Faith areas to 
clarify their background and 
beliefs 
See Westhill Project films 

Clarify the culture, beliefs and 
social strengths of each group. 

   

5. Create understanding 
between faiths 

Enable digital sharing at 
collective worship 

School Facilitators and 
Governors 
Local Faith & Community 
leaders 

To work towards a strong sense 
of community cohesion and 
interaction with tolerance. 

   

6. Provide teachers with 
resources to enlighten aspects 
of the syllabus 

a) Ascertain teachers 
needs from subject 
leaders 

b) Use newsletters to 
specify available 
resources 

RE Adviser, Faith Groups, 
YouTube, Westhill Films. 
 
Advertise Artefacts at Open 
Learning Centre 

Teachers will be able to present 
different faiths accurately and 
confidently.  
Pupils will have clearer picture of 
the different practices of each 
faith and their commonality 

   

 
 

 
 

      

        


